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Mission 
To empower persons of all ages and backgrounds with knowledge and skill in sewing and related needle 
arts and, 

To promote sustainability through making reclaimed textiles, sewing machines, yarn and related tools 
available to the public at very affordable prices. 

To give back to the community by delivering classes across the greater Rochester area and providing low 
or no cost options for a portion of all classes offered. 

 

Goals 
To foster creativity, by providing a welcoming and well-equipped workspace and by connecting 
knowledgeable individuals with persons eager to learn and develop skills in sewing and related needle 
arts. 
 
To promote sustainability, by operating a storefront reclaiming unwanted textiles, sewing machines, 
yarn and related tools, and by either selling same to the public at deeply-discounted prices, or using 
same to teach classes, clubs and camps. Retail proceeds of sales pay employees, rent, and utilities as 
well as funding scholarships for individuals who cannot afford to pay for classes. 
 
To build community, by drawing people from the widest spectrum possible-the city of Rochester, the 
suburbs, from all walks of life and experience to shop, teach, learn, knit, sew, and work with one 
another.  
 
To make available avenues to community service, through internships, volunteering, teaching, and 
outreach programs. 
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Message from President & Shop Director 
 

When we began the SewGreen@Rochester adventure back in 2015, our initial concerns were whether 

we could survive and thrive on the West side of the city, and would we be the kind of overnight trendy 

sensation which would fail in the long term. We are happy to share with you our 2019 numbers which 

show our steady growth both in financial and attendance numbers. We share excitement in our growth 

with community organizations and individuals whose missions we support by donating needed tools and 

materials.  

It didn’t take our organization very long to figure out that more items would come into our shop than 

we can realistically sell even at our low costs, and that this surplus could be used to do good in the 

community. In fact, this year we accepted 10.3 tons of material donations.  The community has been 

generous to us and we look forward to how we can continue to pay this forward, while continuing to be 

fiscally responsible. 

2019 saw a shift in leadership. Laura Allen-Pannell stepped up to lead our board as president while 

Georgia Carney remains as Shop Director. There is strength in shared leadership and working in 

partnership has yielded new fundraising energy, an evolving marketing strategy, and a capitol campaign 

which will begin later in 2020.   

We added Mike Kelly to the board with a background in not-for-profit leadership and industrial design. 

You will see some exciting visual changes around our shop as Mike and his colleagues help us to re-

imagine our shop space!  We thank Betsy, Jennifer, Josefina, Tiffany, and Tom for their continued service 

on our board of directors. Each of you brings unique experience, strength and passion to 

SewGreen@Rochester and we rely on your leadership. 

Grant writing has brought us Ashley Zhong on board as our outreach artist. One way to make the shop 

bigger might be to take on a larger shop space. Another way is what we envision with Ashley where we 

grow our shop by reaching more into other spaces to share our talents, our programs, and our 

materials.  

Experience Fiber Art, who brought 2 classes to our shop last year, really models what you can do 

without having your own space.  So let’s both have a shop here on West Main and each place we can 

get out to- libraries, schools, parks, conventions, anywhere we can set up a machine! 

We continue to be supported by an amazing group of volunteers. Often our customers comment on 

how the shop improves from visit to visit. This is our volunteers who put their caring into a lot of hard 

work! They personally handled the tons of things which came into our doors and transformed then into 

the beautiful display you see all around you. You inspire us to continue to grow and your love for our 

mission keeps us forging ahead.  

Thank you all with all of our hearts! 

Laura & Georgia 
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Accomplishments/ Achievements for 2019 
 

Our service to the community and response from the community continues to result in:  

 Increasing requests for activities in the community: Public Library Classes, Public School Events 

 Increasing requests for group events in the shop: Minimalist Group, Girl Scouts 

 Growing participation in classes, clubs, and open sewing at the shop 

 Expanding offering of specialty instructors: Tatting, Rug Hooking, Felted Mittens, Long Arm, 

Crochet 

 

 

 

 

 

Community, Creativity, and Sustainability is evident in all that we do. 
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Community 

 

Community events and programs supported in 2019 include:  

Nazareth Prep 6 week program 

Genesee Valley Quilt Show at RIT 

19th Ward Association Square Fair 

Central, Greece, and Arnett Library sewing and quilting programs 

Babies ROC 

Reach 

Rochester Makers Faire 

And many more 

Creativity 

Creativity is a common thread in all SewGreen@Rochester endeavors, woven into classes, presentation 

at the shop, community engagement, and sustainability efforts.   
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Sustainability 

 

Since its inception, sustainability has been a corner stone in the foundation of SewGreen@Rochester.  

Beginning in 2017, donations soared with items aligned and useful to our mission.  The number of items 

outside of the mission also grew significantly.   By focusing on set delivery days and clarity of needed 

items, donations of fabric, yarn, sewing machines, knitting and crochet needles, notions ae more 

donations are better managed and utilized in the shop, on site classes, and community activities. 

 

Donated material and yarn is turned in fashion, such as scarves, skirts, hats, bags, dresses, and pants, 

through offered classes, camps, clubs and open sewing.  Fashion Camp continues to be a very popular 

summer program.   
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SewGreen@Rochester partners with other groups, small businesses, and fairs to share the message of 

recycling and reuse.  One such event was participation in a pop-up clothing swap, an Op Shop / Impact 

Earth coordinated event.  For a small fee and donation of a few items of clothing and shoes in good 

condition, individuals were able to swap 1-1 their donated item for another’s donated item. 

 

Students & Interns 

Interns come to us through the Rochester City EYOP, a program which covered the cost for 2 young 

women to work full time for 8 weeks of the summer. We also employed 2 part-time interns funded by a 

grant from the Episcopal Diocese of Rochester.  

Our 2019 interns designed, and production-stitched more than 50 fabric tote bags which they took out 

to 2 events -the Arnett Block Party and 1872 Café- for adults and children to customize with painting 

and stencil work. It was incredible to watch groups come to their table and enjoy making a bag all their 

own and to see the interns completely take on leadership for this project.  

Analese, Miracle, Mads and Alana 

Well done- you made us proud! 
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RIT Student Project 

 

SewGreen Interior Redesign 

As part of their fall semester 2019 Interior Design Digital Graphics. Students took on a project to 

redesign the use of space at SewGreen@Rochester.  Students spend time in the shop with staff, 

volunteers, and customers observing the space and how it is utilized.  Many recommendations from the 

seven proposals have been implemented, including relocating the office space, fabric shelving on 

wheels, community board at the front door, and widening the aisles.   Continued improvements and 

enhancements are underway for 2020.   

Designers: 

Sara Chambers, Maria Cione, Ashley Diltz, Christopher Draveck, Emma Foster, Minerva Jang, Riley Nally, 

Natalie Robinson, Heidi Schlegel, Arjealy Wisseh, and Maya Zelazny-Medina. 

Adjunct Professor: Michael Kelly 

 

UR Student Project 

Promotional Video 

In searching for a subject for a class video project, Victoria Bongard found SewGreen@Rochester online. 

The goal of the University of Rochester Digital Media class project was to create a short film which 

promotes an organization, describing who they are and what they do.  At SewGreen@Rochester, 

Victoria took a class, interviewed staff, volunteers, and customer and planned the filming.  Georgia 

Carney, Josefina Calzada, and Laura Allen-Pannell participated in video interviews at a studio on campus.  

The video was shared through the Newsletter.    

Watch the Video! 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yIZxmg0sqplg7i53yFKHRYXaR7fCV8zx/view?usp=sharing 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yIZxmg0sqplg7i53yFKHRYXaR7fCV8zx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yIZxmg0sqplg7i53yFKHRYXaR7fCV8zx/view?usp=sharing
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SewGreen@Rochester Giving 

        

     

 

Donations to the community in 2019 increased 162% over 2018! 

 

 

 

SewGreen@Rochester volunteers supported 15% of the projects associated with 

the donations to the community! 
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3rd Presbyterian Church Food 

Program

Gollisano Children’s Hospital RCSD New Beginnings/ Center for 

Youth

Because Savannah Good Shepherd Episcopal Church, 

Webster

Rochester General

Bergen Evangelical Presbyterian 

Church “Crafting With a Purpose” 

Greece Ecumenical Food Pantry Rochester Refugee Sewing and 

Repair

BLC Quilters - Project Linus GVHG: Genesee Valley 

Handspinners Group

Rochester Youth for Christ

Breast Cancer Coalition Halstead Square Apts. Saints Place Tutoring Program

Building Community through 

Quilting

International Dress a Girl Salvation Army Women’s 

Auxiliary

Catholic Family Center James A. Dobson Apts Savvy Sew-ers Days for Girls

Chili Senior Center Chain Gang Meals on Wheels School #29

Community of the Savior Mendon Public Library Sew Helpful & St. Lucy’s Food 

Pantry 

Congregational Church, 

Canandaigua

Mothers in need of Others South Wedge Food Cupboard 

Crochet Divas at Montgomery 

Center

Mulberry Sing-a-Long Strong Memorial Hospital

DePaul Mental Health & Open 

Door Mission

National Council of Jewish 

Women 

Susan B. Anthony House

East House New Wineskin Church Unity Chemical Dependency 

Inpatient Unit

Family Voice Kids Group- Monroe 

County Children’s System

No One Left Behind/ Keeping Our 

Promise

Unity Hospital

Gananda Middle School Art 

Project

Open Door Mission Victor Legacy Knitting Club

Gates Chili School District Project Linus Volunteer Tutors 

Gesundheit Institute, WV -Patch 

Adams Program

PROS Knitting Club Wilson Commencement Park

RCSD

Organizations that received Donations from SewGreen@Rochester
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Financials 
Business Growth 

Income Summary - Income increased 50% YOY  

 

 

 

 

       

  

TOTAL YEAR 

INCOME

 Month Total - 

Store 

Classes  Taxable Sales  Monetary 

Donations - 

Store 

 Gift 

Certicates 

 Machine 

Repair 

Grants  Monetary 

Donations - 

FLACE/Other 

2018 TOTAL YEAR 60,028$               50,858$             4,688$               44,293$           1,488$                 374$                 15$                  8,415$              755$                          

85% 8% 74% 2% 1% 0% 14% 1%

2019 TOTAL YEAR 89,805$               71,424$             4,295$               63,394$           2,482$                 851$                 403$               12,915$            5,466$                      

80% 5% 71% 3% 1% 0% 14% 6%
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Expense Summary - Expenses increased 60% YOY 

 

 

       

 

 

 

Financial Support 
 

      

 

TOTAL YEAR 

EXPENSE

Acct'ing/

Legal

Adv/Office 

Supplies

Computer Contingency Events Insurance Misc Programs Rent Sewing 

Maint/

Supplies

Square 

Fees

Staffing Store 

Fixtures

Store 

Maint/

Repair

Utilities

2018 45,532$       69$         916$           787$          -$               419$         750$           250$     148$        6,100$       1,007$   839$          29,423$      916$       1,083$  2,825$       

0% 2% 2% 0% 1% 2% 1% 0% 13% 2% 2% 65% 2% 2% 6%

2019 72,773$       1,350$   1,279$       788$          -$               1,388$     750$           -$     170$        6,700$       1,686$   1,196$      52,473$      856$       1,085$  3,052$       

2% 2% 1% 0% 2% 1% 0% 0% 9% 2% 2% 72% 1% 1% 4%



 

Your generosity ensures SewGreen@Rochester can continue to serve the 
community and grow! 

 

Thank you to our named and anonymous donors who give in cash, in kind, 
and with helping hands. 

 

Grantors: Pro Bono Services

Episcopal Diocese of Rochester Nixon Peabody: Anita Pelletier, Laura Roethel

Fred and Floyd Willmott Foundation

Spiritus Christi Church Cash Donors > $1000.00:

Genesee Valley Quilt Club, Inc

Bethlehem Lutheran Church of Penfield

Anonymous - At the Register Pamela F. Thompson: In honor of Georgia Carney

Genesee Valley Quilt Club, Inc Daniel Scibilia-Carver

Bethlehem Lutheran Church of Penfield-FLACE Anne Gearhart Freeze

Corn Hill Neighbors Association, Inc. Charlotte Fridd

John Curran Pamela Young

Nancy Liebert (Nativity Preparatory School) Prince & Jebaroja Singh

City of Rochester (Libraries) Weavers Guild of Rochester, Inc

Judith Ertel Joyce Dwyer: In Memory of Ginny V.

Mary Archer Martin, LCSW Nacy K. McCullough

Cash Donors < $1000.00:

Angela Wilkin Diane Fitton Marge Cavalcanti

Ann Watson Diane Phillips Marie Ricker

April Hudson Dolores Fanton Mary Deutschbein

Barbara Gawinski Dorothy Morgan May Clarke

Birgit Coffey Geraldine Deane Nancy Hogan

Catherine Tatem Gretchen Dent Otto Grover

Charles M. Palella, Jr. Habiba Basrai  Paula Frant

Chris Linsner-Cartwright Jean Hedges Paula Sholts

Constance Gurske Julia Deal Sharon Alston

Corinthia Sims Katy Clemente Susan Bruce   

Dan Katz Laura Phillips Susan Vacla

Darlyn Bilodeau Leath DeRitter Theresa Noonan

Deborah & Gary Hendrickson Linda McGrain Ulla Billings

Debra Pratt   Liz Brown William Glenney

Diana Howk Lorraine D’Angelo Wilma Mazzulli

Diane Enerson M.P. O’Hara

In- Kind Donors
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Volunteers 

 

Individual Volunteers 

Thank you to our many volunteers and how they support………….. 

 

SewGreen@Rochester is possible because of the effort and dedication of Georgia Carney.  In addition to 

her part time paid position, Georgia dedicates over 1000 volunteer hours ensuring community 

engagement and inclusive environment.   

Thank you for your continued support and passion! 

 

 

Spotlight on this group of volunteers who provided over 2000 combined hours of their time in 2019. 

Rosemarie Penzotti, Volunteer Coordinator, handles the coverage of the 50+ volunteers that enable 

shop operations, community reach, and aids Sewgreen@Rochester in managing expenses. 

Deb LaBelle, Web Site Manager and Newsletter Editor, keeps the website fresh with content and 

routinely enhances the capability.  Additionally, Deb coordinates the content and distribution of the 

monthly Newsletter. 

Georgia Carney

>1000 Volunteer Hours Per Year

Rosemarie Penzotti

Deb LaBelle

Josefina Calzada*

Paula LaManna

>200-1000 Volunteer Hours Per Year
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Paula LaManna, Social Media Manager, communications upcoming events, shares photos of activities 

and participants, and engagement through SewGreen@Rochester sites on Facebook and Instagram.  

Additionally, Paula shares her time in the shop and at community events. 

Josefina Calzada serves SewGreen@Rochester in so many ways: managing, sorting, and organizing 

donated items, coordinating events, teaching classes. She spearheaded essential shop layout 

improvements and serves as a member of the Board of Directors.   

*Individual volunteer hours not inclusive of time volunteered as a member of the Board of Directors. 

 

*Individual volunteer hours not inclusive of time volunteered as a member of the Board of Directors. 

 

Volunteer Groups 

In addition to the individuals that give so generously of their time, we recognize the groups that make 

SewGreen@Rochester a priority for their volunteering efforts in the community.  

 

 

 

Linda Dronsfield Jacki Marthinsen Doug Potter

Kate Fisher Linda Paciocco Pamela Young

Ada McIntyre-Yee Dorothy Belknap Mary Beth Brockman

Angelina Lunati Edith Shiebler Mary Elizabeth Lewis*

Anne Freeze Emily Wynn Pam Jacobstein

Baker Fallon Jane Beck Peggylee Naas

Barbara Gawinski Janice Weems Sue Maddock

Beth Woolever Joshua Wynn Sue Melech

Brooke Durland Lisa Shaw Susan Sennett

Cayla Fromm Mads McGlogin Tina McIntyre-Yee

Charlotte Marcy Marcia Weinert Tom Bohrer*

Dianne Phillips Maria Ernest

>100-200 Volunteer Hours Per Year

Up to 100 Volunteer Hours Per Year

> 100 Hours Per Year

Heritage Christian Services

Up to 100 Hours Per Year

Holy Childhood

Donation Pick Up Team

Fabric Art Team

Volunteer Groups
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Volunteerism for Special Events 

In addition to the hours dedicated to the shop and outreach activities, our volunteers ensure coverage 

special offerings and activities in the shop, events and activities delivered in the community.   

 

Website, Newsletter, and Social Media 

 

https://www.sewgreenrochester.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/SewGreenRochester/?fref=ts 

https://www.instagram.com/sewgreenrochester/ 

>50 to 100 Hours Per Year

Nativity Prep

Student Steam/ Maker Faire

Fashion Camp

GVQC Quilt Show

Library Scarf Crafting for Democracy

Shop Sunday Cleaning Day

Up to  50 Hours Per Year

Rundell Library

Green Friday

Demos

Spring Break Chrochet Critter Camp

Arnett Library

Community Baby Shower

Messiah Lutheran Church Paper Piecing

South Wedge Fair

19th Ward Fair

Special Events Volunteerism

https://www.sewgreenrochester.org/
https://www.facebook.com/SewGreenRochester/?fref=ts
https://www.instagram.com/sewgreenrochester/
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Board of Directors  
Laura Allen-Pannell, President 

“I believe in the mission, the value to the community, and the commitment of our staff and 
volunteers.  I also consider it a way to recognize the many people who taught me to work with 

my hands and to serve others.” 

Mary Elizabeth Lewis, Treasurer 

“I believe in the mission, value the staff and volunteers.  I also acilitate a weekly free open 

sewing workshop at St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church, teach sewing and assist attendees with 
sewing projects, as well as monthly mending ministry at the Food Shelf at St. Mark’s and 

John’s Episcopal Church, repairing clothing.  ” 

Jennifer Quick, Secretary 

I had the pleasure of co-leading a youth group with Georgia years ago and loved that they 

were able to walk away with amazing creations and true life skills. I am honored to be a part 
of this journey. I love that SGR promotes self-sufficiency, community, and is eco-friendly! 

Josefina Calzada, Director 

“We are welcoming all people: young people, old people, couples, families, men, women, all 

races, and all languages.“ 

Michael Kelly, Director 

“My passion lies in helping communities grow by coming together to learn, make, and become 

self-confident.  I run Rochester Refugee Sewing & Repair, an industrial sewing shop.” 

Tiffany Terry, Director 

“I enjoy the inter-generational activities, community building and environment. The positive 

impact of building relationships and expression of creativity that Sew Green brings to not 
only diverse but multiple communities through giving and sharing.” 

Tom Bohrer, Director 

“I believe in what SewGreen is doing. I think a male presence on the board helps validate a 
young man’s involvement in what has long been considered a woman only-field of endeavor.” 

 

The board dedicates 700 hours per year to their Officer and Board 
of Director responsibilities. 

In her role as Treasurer, Mary Elizabeth donates over 360 
additional hours!   
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Our Staff 
Georgia Carney,  

Combines a lifelong love of sewing as empowering, creative, and practical, with a commitment 
to environmentally sustainable craft. She brings her skill in clothing construction, draping, 

patternmaking, alterations, mending, knitting, and much more to the people of Rochester, 
both at SewGreen Rochester and through The Mending Ministry (founded in 2011) and The 

Sewing Workshop at St. Stephen’s (founded in 2015). Currently, she serves as Deacon at the 
South Wedge Mission. 

Anne Freeze 

Why working at Sew Green is important to Anne: 
 Sew Green has created COMMUNITY where people from all walks of life and 

experiences gather and interact to share skills and interests 
 Assisting customers in finding what they are looking for and in what projects they are 

working on - being an encourager 
 Seeing people join in the shop’s open sewing, knit and crochet groups and create 

connections 
 The wonderful, giving volunteers that make SewGreen what it is  

 
“Is it really work when you get to handle fabric, yarn, and meet so many interesting and 
talented people?”  
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Call to Action 
Community 

Let us know how we can expand our reach and support of the community.  Where do you see a need?  

Creativity  

Stop in and make something that is uniquely yours!   

Sustainability 

Send in ideas for upcycling. 

Volunteer! 

There are many ways to put your talents to use in just a few hours each week.    Volunteer and build 

your SewGreen@Rochester story! 

Donate! 

As a nonprofit, we depend on the generosity of people like you interested in supporting the community.  
Funding from individuals, groups, businesses and grants provide: 
 
Artist in Residence Program 

 Growing community engagement in the greater Rochester area 

 Employing the talents of a local artisan, inspiring creativity in activities and programs 

Support Internships & Scholarships 

 Ensuring those who need financial assistance can attend SewGreen classes 

 Enabling SewGreen@Rochester to increase the number of internships offered annually, 
providing work experience, community involvement, and sewing skills.  

Classes, Camps, and Clubs 

 Teaching new skills to people of all walks of life. 

 Building intergenerational relationships through sewing, knitting, crocheting, quilting, and 

crafting 

 Delivering the messages of reuse, recycle, and upcycle. 

You’re Invited: 2020 Fundraising 

Silent Auction: to expand the internship program and continued support of class scholarships 

Capital Campaign: to fund the purchase of a property that provides scalability of space with the 

continued growth of SewGreen@Rochester. 

Watch for dates and locations in the website, Facebook, and newsletter 
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SewGreen@Rochester Stories  
Community  

The plastic bag ban has given SewGreen@Rochester a win-win-win-win. We work with 4 food programs 

who were proactive in their response to the coming need for reusable bags for food distribution. Our 

shop receives much more home decorator fabric than we can realistically sell and the fabric “dates” 

quickly-but- it is good sturdy fabric and makes excellent grocery totes. We donate this fabric to 

volunteers who make the totes as well as sewing machines if needed.  

The food programs win because the bag problem is solved. We win because the fabric is being 

responsibly used. There are two additional benefits we did not anticipate. First, community spirit is 

strengthened with groups which meet regularly to sew the bags. Second, when you hand someone their 

food in a nicely made bag as opposed to a fraying plastic bag, you are handing them essential food 

supported by love, respect and dignity, 

 

Creativity 

Ashley Zhong, our new outreach artist supported by the Willmott Grant, has her crazy fun crochet work 

on our wall. Look for her work and creative programs out in the wider community. 

 

Sustainability 

One aspect of sustainability which is receiving more attention lately is the concept of being responsibly 

sustainable as a business in the area where you operate. This means that you are aware of who lives in 

your neighborhood, what their strengths and skills are as well as the challenges they face, and how you 

as a business can meet both their needs and the needs of your own organization. While we continually 

welcome folks from far and wide to our shop, we continue to be aware and sensitive to our immediate 

environment and how we can best serve those who are our close neighbors. 
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In memory of our dear Thursday Open Sewing companion, 
Lisa Hoffman. We will never forget your love, huge hugs, 
humor, and the fabulous costumes you shared in creating 
with us. “Good Night, My Angel”- until we sew together 

again. 

 

 

  


